Using insights on the promos,
stock, and credits of your
competitors to increase your sales
using Competitive Data software

Situation:
The Category Manager and their team needs to evaluate several parameters of their competitive data
in order to set the right prices for their products, and to know if they are the only sellers of a given
product on the market. They also need to view their competitors promotional offers to ensure that the
promotions they make will be competitive and result in a sales increase. Lastly, they also need to view
the credit offers of key market rivals to prevent any sales decreases and introduce better credit
conditions than their competition.

Using Competera’s pricing platform, viewing data on promotions, stock and
credits takes only a matter of minutes, and can help pricing teams manage their
own promotions, stock and credits efficiently.

Viewing product stock
Viewing the stock status of products on the market is useful to know whether you are the only
seller of a given product, or to know whether you have run out of a given product.

Stock information of a product can be found by going to the Analytics → Overview dashboard in the left menu. After selecting
a particular category of products, you will see a general overview of all tags, brands, and competitors within a given product
category. Below the price index graph, you can select My product in stock under the Featured reports section.

After clicking My product in stock, you will see a list
of all your products alongside the offers of matched
products from competitors. The data is essential to know
if you can raise price as the only seller of a given product.

The Stores tab on the left menu can be used to gain
a quick comparison of your product portfolio with
competitors. The chart shows the percentage values of
items that are cheaper or more expensive than a given
competitor, and percentage of items that you or
competitor is out of stock.

Product promo collection
Analyzing promotional campaigns and competitors promo status indicates new offers you can
introduce to both increase revenue and stay competitive.

Promotion information can be viewed by selecting the
Analytics tab and clicking the Promotions section.
Using this data, you can adjust your pricing strategies, set
products on promotions or make other decisions using
information about competitors promos. Red prices display
any products that are selling below the MAP, while green
prices highlight special promotion offers (e.g. buy one get
one free deals).

You can also view promotional offers on the Products
page by selecting an individual product title (highlighted
in blue), clicking on the Product details button at the top
right of the page, and selecting the three dots to open
expanded menu. You can then select the Promotions
option to see competitors’ promotional offers for
a specific product.

Product credit options collection
If you need to view any credit offers from your competitors, you can do so using Competera’s custom
crawlers. This information is not provided by default on the pricing platform, but is very useful for
specific industries which have a lot of products offered with credit options. The electronics industry, for
example, has up to 60% of products sold with credit options, so our custom crawlers would be of use
for your company if you happen to sell electronics.

Credit info collection

Find: First we must locate the
products offered by a given
competitor. The web page contains
useful competitive data on prices,
stock, promotions, and credit options.

Collect: Our custom crawlers then
must overcome any protective
encryption used by the competitor
to collect all necessary data,
including their credit offers.

Export: All credit offer information for
specific products, categories, and
competitors can then be compiled
and delivered to you in the form of an
excel file, or any other format which
you find most convenient for analysis.

Conclusion
There is much more to consider about competitive data other than prices. Information on stocks,
promotional activities, and credit offers of key competitors can help you determine the best prices for
your products, and help you create highly competitive promotions and credit options for your
assortment.

Overviews on stock and promotions can be obtained using Competera’s pricing
platform, and is available for you to view whenever you need it. Additionally, our
custom crawlers can find useful credit option information and other custom data
on your market rivals, and this data can be delivered to you in any format you
choose.

Competera is a comprehensive pricing platform offering
retailers two products: high-quality Competitive Data and
Price Optimization. We can help increase your revenue,
stay competitive, and grow within the retail industry.
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